### SUFT 2023 Survey Key Findings:

The survey primary finding shows progress in diagnostic TB policies uptake, however there are still challenges in covering the gap of undiagnosed and thus untreated people with TB still remained. In particular, the weak alignment of national pediatric TB policies with internationally recognized raises significant concern.

### How Updated are Policies to End TB in High TB Burden Countries?

More detailed information can be accessed from the website to the SUFT e-portal (suft.stop tb.org)

#### TB Diagnostics

- **New TB Diagnostic policies (DS- and DR- TB)**: 73%
- **TB infection diagnostic policies**: 75%
- **Mandatory hospitalization at DR-TB treatment initiation**: 50%

#### TB and TB Infection Treatment

- **DS-TB treatment new TB policies uptake**: 63%
- **DR-TB treatment policies**: 47%
- **TB infection treatment policies**: 100%

#### Childhood TB

- **Childhood TB Diagnostic policies**: 86%
- **Childhood TB treatment policies**: 10%